Toward unsupervised classification of calcified arterial lesions.
There is growing evidence that calcified arterial deposits play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease. This paper investigates the challenging problem of unsupervised calcified lesion classification. We propose an algorithm, US-CALC (UnSupervised Calcified Arterial Lesion Classification), that discriminates arterial lesions from non-arterial lesions. The proposed method first mines the characteristics of calcified lesions using a novel optimization criterion and then identifies a subset of lesion features which is optimal for classification. Second, a two stage clustering is deployed to discriminate between arterial and non-arterial lesions. A histogram intersection distance measure is incorporated to determine cluster proximity. The clustering hierarchies are carefully validated and the final clusters are determined by a new intracluster compactness measure. Experimental results indicate an average accuracy of approximately 80% on a database of electron beam CT heart scans.